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Abstract: In the US, obesity rates are increasing greatly. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that 68.5\% of Americans, including 63.9\% of adult women older than 20 years, are overweight (body mass index between 25 kg/m\(^2\) and 29.9 kg/m\(^2\)) or obese (body mass index $\geq$ 30 kg/m\(^2\)). In light of this, it is not surprising that the rates of bariatric surgery have also been increasing. When considering the metabolic changes associated with both bariatric surgery and contraceptive use, in combination with the unique medical considerations of obese women, it is indisputable that clear guidelines are needed when counseling obese patients of reproductive age after bariatric surgery. In this literature review, we focus on depot medroxyprogesterone acetate (DMPA) and the implications of its use in obese women, preweight and postweight loss following bariatric surgery. Both DMPA use and bariatric surgery are known to cause bone loss, but it is still unclear whether there is an additive effect of the two factors on bone loss and whether either of these factors directly leads to an increased risk of bone fracture. The current consensus guidelines do not impose a restriction on the use of DMPA after bariatric surgery. DMPA use is associated with weight gain, and it is unclear whether weight loss blunting occurs with the use of DMPA after bariatric surgery. Prior studies have demonstrated an association between body mass index (BMI) and bone mineral density (BMD). The obesity-associated increase in BMD should be mitigated by surgically induced weight loss. The concurrent use of DMPA in the post bariatric surgical period should not further increase the risk of osteoporosis.
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Introduction
Contraceptive counseling for reproductive-age women after bariatric surgery is still an area of ambiguity for obstetrician/gynecologists and bariatric surgeons alike. Although it is recommended that women avoid pregnancy for at least 12–18 months after surgery, no clear guidelines exist regarding the counseling of obese patients of reproductive age after bariatric surgery. By addressing this important issue of patient care, we hope to highlight an opportunity for coordination of care between bariatric surgeons and obstetrician/gynecologists caring for reproductive-age women pursuing surgical management of obesity. In this literature review, we take a closer look at the use of the injectable contraceptive, depot medroxyprogesterone acetate (DMPA).
Approximately two-thirds of the world population lives in countries where deaths in those who are overweight or obese outnumber deaths in those who are underweight. In the US, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimates that 68.5% of Americans, including 63.9% of adult women older than 20 years, are overweight (body mass index [BMI] between 25 kg/m² and 29.9 kg/m²) or obese (BMI >30 kg/m²). Because being overweight or obese is associated with a host of medical comorbidities, considerations in family planning are becoming increasingly complicated.

The importance of effective contraception is underscored by the unintended pregnancy rate. In the US in 2008, of the 6.6 million pregnancies, over half (51%) were unintended and 43% of these resulted in abortion. The burden of unintended pregnancies is carried by women who are younger, poor, and unmarried; it is not surprising that these women also carry high rates of obesity.

Reproductive-age women account for half of the patients undergoing bariatric surgical procedures in the US. Rapid weight loss after restrictive and malabsorptive bariatric surgical procedures usually improves fertility profiles, alters nutritional status, and may impact the efficacy of some contraceptive methods. Although the choice of optimal contraceptive methods for women after bariatric surgery is unclear, consensus guidelines, including those by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, recommend that pregnancy should be delayed for at least 12–18 months after surgery, to avoid the time of most rapid weight loss. A systematic literature review found that after bariatric surgery, maternal and fetal complications were decreased. In a survey of women in a postoperative bariatric surgery clinic at an academic medical center, 94.2% knew the importance of avoiding pregnancy for at least 1 year after surgery; yet, 16.3% were not using contraception. Only 4% were using intrauterine devices (IUDs), and condoms were the most frequently used contraceptive method (30.6%). Only 21.2% of patients had been referred to an obstetrician/gynecologist for contraceptive counseling and fertility planning. This discrepancy highlights an opportunity to improve coordination of care between bariatric surgeons and obstetrician/gynecologists caring for reproductive-age obese women undergoing surgical management of obesity.

Bariatric surgery has been shown to be the only intervention that results in consistent weight loss and demonstrates significant improvements in the comorbid conditions that exist in the obese population. This is in direct contrast to the rates of improvement after nonsurgical weight loss treatments. A large meta-analysis demonstrated that resolution of hypertension was observed in 68% of patients after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass and only in 48% after adjustable gastric banding. Furthermore, as demonstrated in the Swedish Obese Subjects study – a matched cohort study performed over multiple centers across Sweden – all types of bariatric surgery were shown to be associated with more remissions of type 2 diabetes and fewer complications. The rates of both microvascular and macrovascular complications over 14 years were also decreased. Since 2011, the incidence of use of the various types of bariatric procedures for the treatment of obesity in the US has increased by 22% – with significant changes noted in the numbers of specific types of procedures. Currently, the most commonly performed procedure is the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, followed by sleeve gastrectomy (SG) and adjustable gastric banding. Roux-en-Y gastric bypass compromises nearly half of all bariatric surgeries performed, and SG is increasing in popularity over gastric banding.

Methods
In order to perform a comprehensive literature review on the topic of DMPA use in obese women after bariatric surgery, we identified all published randomized controlled trials and cohort studies on four online databases (PubMed, MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Web of Science) by using relevant keywords to narrow down our search results. Then, the bibliographies of relevant articles ultimately included in our literature review were assessed for completeness. The search terms and the alternative search terms that were used are included in Table 1. Our search yielded 37 relevant articles to be included in the literature review.

Efficacy and return to ovulation
There have been many studies addressing the issue of hormonal contraceptive efficacy in overweight and obese women.

Table 1 Search terms and alternative search terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depo provera (Depo-provera, DepoProvera)</th>
<th>Obesity (Obese)</th>
<th>Bariatric surgery (bariatric surgical procedure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medroxyprogesterone acetate</td>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>Stomach stapling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depo-medroxyprogesterone acetate (Depo</td>
<td>Morbid obesity</td>
<td>Metabolic surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medroxyprogesterone acetate)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycrin</td>
<td>Abdominal obesity</td>
<td>Gastric bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinovir</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gastroplasty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jejunoileal bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Liposuction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to a 2009 literature review by Trussell et al., existing studies do not clearly demonstrate a cause-and-effect association between increased BMI and decreased contraceptive efficacy. This is similarly true for DMPA. Several studies have been able to demonstrate that BMI does not have an impact on DMPA efficacy. In a randomized, single-center trial conducted by Jain et al., it was found that there are no apparent differences in the pharmacokinetics of DMPA in overweight or obese women when compared to that in normal weight women. In addition, there is also no impact of BMI on the rate of return to ovulation after cessation of DMPA. The results of this study demonstrate that the effects of immediate and sustained ovulatory suppression of DMPA are observed regardless of the user’s body weight. Similarly, the review article by Teal and Ginosar in 2007 demonstrated that the return to ovulation after a single dose of DMPA was not affected by the obesity index. Another study by Jain et al. looking at the safety of DMPA also found that there was no attenuation of DMPA’s contraceptive effects in women with a higher BMI.

**Bone loss**

Other metabolic changes can occur after bariatric surgery, and the choice of contraceptive method may either exacerbate or alleviate these conditions. One condition that is of concern is bone loss.

Obesity has been believed to be protective against osteoporosis due to higher bone mineral density (BMD). This increase in BMD is likely due to larger bone size, increased levels of estrogens due to aromatization of androgens from the adipose tissue, as well as changes in mechanical loading. However, evidence also demonstrates that obesity itself is a cause of altered levels of bone micronutrients and hormones. Vitamin D deficiency and elevated parathyroid hormone levels have been seen with higher BMI, thereby necessitating preoperative screening. In contrast to the metabolic improvements seen with diabetes and hypertension, bariatric surgery has been associated with bone loss.

The type of bariatric procedure determines the degree of both bone turnover and BMD loss. Long-term follow-up is recommended given the individual’s risk of bone loss. Restrictive procedures have not been shown to affect BMD greatly. The changes seen are consistent with what occurs with weight loss alone. One study found no differences in body bone mineral content between that measured preoperatively before gastric banding and then again at 2 years postoperatively. In contrast to the minimal changes seen with gastric banding, gastric bypass often can result in calcium deficiency as well as increased bone turnover and decreased bone mass. Lower calcium levels are a direct result of poor absorption of calcium due to loss of the proximal bowel location of absorption as well as decreased dietary intake.

Not much data exist on bone loss following the SG procedure. One study examined bone loss in patients who underwent a SG as compared to those who underwent a gastric bypass. Bone loss occurred in SG patients but at lower rates than in those after gastric bypass. Despite the increased rate of BMD loss and the altered hormone levels and decreased calcium following bariatric surgery, multiple studies have not supported an increased incidence in either osteoporosis or fracture. However, the accuracy of dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) in evaluating BMD is in question. Measurements of the spine and hip are more difficult to both obtain and interpret than those of the radius or tibia. Many images are unreadable due to poor penetration of photons through soft tissue, as well as BMD artifact and changing body composition.

Knowing about the effect of bone loss can affect the choice of contraceptive to use after bariatric surgery. DMPA is an injectable contraceptive commonly used across the world and has been available for use for ~50 years. It acts as a contraceptive by inhibiting gonadotropin secretion, thereby suppressing estradiol production and follicle formation. Given the hypoestrogenic state created, bone resorption increases while bone formation decreases; thereby resulting in loss of BMD. While the concern for bone loss is the highest among adolescent users of DMPA, only one study has actually evaluated BMD levels after starting and then discontinuing DMPA in adolescents. Scholes et al followed 170 adolescent girls using DMPA and measured BMD every 6 months. Among DMPA users, BMD declined at the hip and spine relative to nonusers. More rapid bone loss was seen in new DMPA users when compared to DMPA users of >6 months. Typical BMD loss with DMPA is noted to be ~5% at both the femoral neck and the lumbar spine. This level of bone loss is similar to that seen with lactation. It is interesting, however, that the clinical significance of this decrease in BMD is unknown. What is known is that any decline in BMD noted with DMPA use is reversed after discontinuation, usually to levels seen at the time of initial DMPA start. Given this evidence, consensus statements from both the World Health Organization (WHO) and ACOG recommend that there be no restriction of use of DMPA in response to skeletal concerns. Furthermore, routine BMD testing is not recommended on the basis of this evidence.
The question of whether or not DMPA can be used safely in reproductive-age women after undergoing bariatric surgery still requires clarification. In our opinion, given the lack of evidence that loss of BMD due to bariatric surgery is associated with increased fracture risk and that the use of DMPA leads to BMD loss and increased fracture risk, DMPA use should not be restricted in women who have undergone bariatric surgery. Whether monitoring of bone loss with DXA is necessary is still a question – routine monitoring in young women of reproductive age using DMPA is not recommended as DXA has not been validated in this population. In addition, given the inherent inaccuracy of DXA monitoring after bariatric surgery, it is our opinion that in those women being monitored with DXA, any noted bone loss would likely not correlate with an increased fracture risk. However, data on this question should be addressed with more long-term studies.

**Weight loss blunting**

Another concern after bariatric surgery is that of weight regain or weight loss blunting. It is unclear if the use of DMPA after bariatric surgery reduces the amount of weight lost. Another question is if the use of DMPA after bariatric surgery affects the amount of weight lost by changing a woman’s appetite. Before looking at the effects of DMPA, how weight loss occurs after surgery needs to be clarified.

Although it has been proposed that malabsorption is one of the key mechanisms of the observed weight loss following a gastric bypass procedure, studies have not been able to attribute clinical significance to this effect. It has been demonstrated that the restrictive effects of bariatric surgery on the stomach volume play a crucial role in weight loss in gastric bypass patients. These restrictive effects lead to earlier satiety and the consumption of smaller meals.

This effect of appetite suppression, in particular, is proposed to be the dominant player in postoperative weight loss. Ghrelin is the hormone released in response to the physiological condition of an empty stomach, and as such, plays a crucial role in regulating feelings of hunger. In one groundbreaking study, it was found that ghrelin levels were significantly reduced in those who experienced weight loss after gastric bypass, thus suggesting that appetite was also significantly reduced after the surgical procedure. One study using the visual analog scale to assess appetite following gastric bypass versus SG found both surgeries to cause significant appetite-lowering effects. Although a decrease in food intake was noted in both groups, the gastric bypass group showed a gradual return in appetite, whereas the SG group was not observed to have the same return to baseline appetite levels. In fact, fasting and postprandial levels of ghrelin were noted to be significantly decreased. Multiple studies examining both short-term and long-term outcomes of bariatric surgery have noted that while substantial weight loss is a clear outcome, there is significant variability in the amount of weight lost. The Swedish Obese Subjects study demonstrated a mean change in body weight of 23% in the first 2 years after surgery. This rate of weight lost was similarly seen in the Utah obesity studies. Six years following bariatric surgery, the patients were noted to have lost, on average, 27% of their body weight.

Medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) is a synthetic progestin derived from 17α-hydroxyprogesterone. During the initial evaluation of antitumor activity of this progestin, it was seen that the use of MPA was associated with an increase in weight and appetite. Reported weight gain is thought to be due to an increase in total body fat and not an increase in water retention. The proposed mechanism of MPA on weight and appetite is related to the in vitro production of serotonin and cytokines (interleukin [IL]-1, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor alpha [TNF-α]) by peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Data from these studies have all used the oral formulation and not the depot format.

Specifically looking at the depot formulation, direct increase in adipose tissue is implicated in the weight gain observed. Furthermore, this increase in fat has been observed to accumulate in the body, primarily as visceral fat. The hypoestrogenic state created by MPA use is the main explanation for MPA-related increase in fat mass. This presumption is in agreement with the finding that in the hypoestrogenic state of menopause, observed increases in fat mass are independent of other factors such as age or baseline weight. However, studies have shown that this weight gain is not the result of increased food intake but rather the result of DMPA’s regulatory effects on appetite and energy expenditure. It has also been postulated that another mechanism for the weight gain observed in MPA users is a glucocorticoid-like effect on hormonal regulators of metabolism. However, the existing data have shown that DMPA-associated weight gain may be reversible.

In those using the depot format, the significance of this weight gain is unclear. Evidence from five studies suggests that among adult women using DMPA, baseline weight or BMI is not associated with differences in weight gain. In a study of normal, overweight, and obese users of DMPA, adult obese women using DMPA did not gain more weight than control women using the copper IUD. However, the BMI
in normal and overweight women using DMPA increased more rapidly than matched women using the copper IUD.\(^{37}\)

In contrast, in a study comparing adolescent girls using DMPA to those using oral contraceptives or nonhormonal methods, weight gain in obese girls receiving DMPA was significantly greater than weight gain in obese girls receiving oral contraceptives \((P<0.001)\) and obese girls using no hormonal method \((P<0.001)\). Weight gain in obese girls receiving DMPA was also greater than weight gain in all nonobese categories \((P<0.001)\).\(^{32}\) In addition, a Cochrane review of progestin-only contraceptives demonstrated that the mean weight gain was low in the first year – \(<2\) kg.\(^{37}\) Weight increases were noted in the 2 years following initiation of progestin-only contraceptives, but these were not significantly different across study groups. However, one study that followed women using DMPA for up to 10 years found that while women using both hormonal and nonhormonal methods of birth control gained weight, DMPA users were observed to have gained more weight \((6.6\) kg in DMPA users, \(4.9\) kg in copper IUD users).\(^{38}\)

In 2008, the WHO Expert Working Group reviewed the existing literature to evaluate the current medical eligibility criteria for the use of progestin-only contraceptives in obese women. The recommendations are that, in general, adolescents \((<18\) years) with a BMI of \(\geq30\) kg/m\(^2\) can use DMPA (WHO Category 2) and other progestin-only methods (WHO Category 1). Obese adult women can use all progestin-only methods (WHO Category 1). The European Society of Contraception and Reproductive Health also found that DMPA was safe and effective in obese women.

Given that the rate of weight loss is the highest in the first year after bariatric surgery and that DMPA does seem to cause some weight gain, particularly in the first year of use, there may be some concerns for weight loss blunting with time since bariatric surgery. However, the minor weight gain observed in DMPA users is negligible when taking into consideration the rapidity of weight loss in the first year. It is, however, of concern that continued use of DMPA may cause a weight gain that may blunt the long-term success of bariatric surgery.

**Obesity and venous thromboembolism**

There is convincing epidemiologic evidence for an association between venous thromboembolism (VTE) and obesity from population studies. They demonstrate more than a twofold increase in the risk of VTE among obese patients.\(^{35}\) The risk of VTE is elevated fourfold to fivefold above baseline during pregnancy, but the increase in the risk of VTE specifically for obese pregnant women has been shown to be additive. Assuming an additive effect of obesity plus pregnancy on the risk of VTE, this risk may be clinically significant. One nested case–control study in Denmark demonstrated a fivefold increased risk of thromboembolism with obesity in early pregnancy.\(^{39}\) Prevention of undesired pregnancies in obese women is clearly a priority from the standpoint of reducing medical risks.

 Proposed mechanisms for the association between obesity and VTE include physical effects and biochemical pathways. Visceral adipose tissue can cause increased delivery of free fatty acids to the liver. In addition to stimulation of production of coagulation proteins, free fatty acids can cause insulin resistance as well as oxidative stress ending in the triggering of systemic inflammation. This can enhance coagulation and decrease clot destruction, thus creating a prothrombotic state.\(^{40}\) This is consistent with the finding that higher waist circumference \((a\ measure\ of\ abdominal/visceral\ fat)\) is associated with the highest risk of VTE in both men and women. In women, using hip circumference, a measure of subcutaneous fat, in addition to waist circumference was also associated with a higher risk of VTE.\(^{41}\) Thrombin formation has been demonstrated to be elevated in obese patients, and this may contribute to the overall prothrombotic state. Bariatric surgery and the following weight loss can cause a reduction in thrombin production. It is possible that with the surgically induced reduction in adipose tissue, free fatty acids, and thrombin, there may be a decrease in VTE risk after bariatric surgery. If exercise is added to bariatric surgery, then with the additional reduction of plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 as a result of regular activity, the decreased risk of VTE seen with weight loss may be further enhanced.\(^{42}\)

Most progestins are not associated with an increase in VTE risk. As expected, DMPA has not been demonstrated to increase VTE risk. One meta-analysis examining the risk of VTE in progestin-only contraceptive users suggests a twofold increase in the risk of VTE with the use of DMPA. This is difficult to assess as the meta-analysis included only eight studies of which only two included DMPA users.\(^{43}\) In addition, there does not seem to be an additive increase in VTE risk in obese women using hormonal contraception, particularly in those using DMPA. DMPA has not been demonstrated to create a prothrombotic state. Therefore, the use of hormonal contraceptive methods remains an option for obese women.\(^{44}\) The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention medical eligibility criteria and the WHO list almost all hormonal methods as a Category 1 with combined hormonal methods
being a Category 2.6 The European Society of Contraception and Reproductive Health also states that there is minimal evidence of an elevated VTE risk with DMPA.46 Hormonal contraceptive methods can be recommended provided that clinicians conduct a thorough discussion of risk of VTE and document it in the chart.

Breast cancer risk

Obesity is an established risk factor for the development of breast cancer. Some proposed mechanisms of this increased risk include disturbances in adipose tissue function, endocrine functions leading to increased estrogen, insulin resistance leading to hyperinsulinemia-induced activation of various cellular pathways, and the generalized increase in inflammatory cytokine levels. These changes promote proliferation of malignant cells and undermine the cell death pathways.47 DMPA use has been implicated to play a role in the development of breast cancer. The results of the Women’s Health Initiative’s randomized controlled trials of postmenopausal hormone therapy comparing conjugated equine estrogen (CEE) alone and CEE plus MPA use demonstrated that breast cancer rates were considerably elevated following several years of CEE plus MPA use. This is in direct contrast to lower breast cancer rates following several years of CEE-only use. In this study, the authors state that an explanation for this difference is related to some unknown factor of MPA.48 Although it is difficult to assess the combined effects of obesity and DMPA on breast cancer risk, one paper49 noted the high proportion of overweight or obese women in both arms of the Women’s Health Initiative study, perhaps explaining the effects of MPA and obesity on the rates of breast cancer. In a population-based case–control study in the US, the use of DMPA for ≥1 year was associated with a twofold increased risk of breast cancer.50 This increase in risk does dissipate after cessation of use of DMPA. This study is complicated by the small numbers of cases and controls.

A different study highlighted by Byers and Sedjo showed that breast cancer risk was lowered by 83% after bariatric surgery and that the time to risk reduction was relatively short. This is believed to be mediated by the dramatic decrease in estradiol and increase in sex hormone binding globulin after intentional weight loss in women. In addition, the levels of inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein, TNF-α, and IL-6 all showed a marked decrease of approximately one-third after a seemingly trivial amount of weight loss.51

It remains unclear if long-term use of DMPA by women after bariatric surgery will increase the risk of development of breast cancer, particularly during the first year after surgery when weight change is the greatest.

Conclusion

There is still much to be evaluated when it comes to contraceptive counseling in this specific subset of reproductive-age women. The recommendation to avoid pregnancy for 12–18 months following bariatric surgery on the basis of avoiding the time of most rapid weight loss is clear but there are still crucial gaps in our knowledge of how to best counsel these women on contraceptive methods. DMPA is one method that has the potential to complicate various medical issues surrounding bariatric surgery in obese women, namely BMD loss, weight loss, and venous thromboembolic risk. In light of data from various studies presented above, however, we would feel comfortable recommending DMPA to most women of reproductive age after bariatric surgery. Considering the prior studies demonstrating that DMPA use in adolescents is associated with weight gain, those prescribing DMPA to adolescents after bariatric surgery should proceed with caution. In addition, the use of DMPA should be weighed against the risk of development of breast cancer. This literature review highlights the need for more long-term studies looking at these issues in order to significantly improve the care of reproductive-age obese women undergoing bariatric surgery.
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